What components will make your professional learning community thrive?

**Phonics They Use: Words for Reading and Writing, 5/e**

**Patricia M. Cunningham**

Grades K-6

ISBN: 9780205608881 • ©2009 • 288 pp • $36.99

This best selling resource offers a collection of practical activities that provide a framework for teaching phonics. The fifth edition of this esteemed book seamlessly weaves together the complex, varied strategic approaches needed to help students develop reading and spelling skills, while giving you a balanced reading program for your classroom. New activities and strategies emphasize the phonics that students actually use for decoding a new word, for reading and spelling, and for writing.

**The Hows and Whys of Fluency Instruction**

**Melanie R. Kuhn**

Grades 2-12

ISBN: 9780205542161 • ©2009 • 176 pp • $25.99

Melanie Kuhn thoughtfully outlines specific approaches for curriculum-based assessments of learners’ reading fluency to help teachers determine whether students are making appropriate progress. Presenting a careful balance of research-based best practices, Kuhn guides teachers in grasping the scope and complexity of fluency development by presenting strategies that can be implemented with a range of readers who struggle with making the transition to fluency.

**Research-based Practices across the Curriculum**

**Richard L. Allington**

Grades K-9

ISBN: 9780205570584 • ©2009 • 144 pp • $33.99

To help teachers acquire a fuller understanding of the complexity of fluency development, Richard Allington offers clear recommendations to guide classroom teachers in fostering development with a few modest changes to their daily reading lessons. Allington addresses the factors that inhibit fluency growth and provides a research-base that supports wide, free voluntary reading. He sets the stage for open discussion and presents a number of instructional strategies for turning struggling readers into fluent and achieving readers.

**Good Habits, Great Readers: Building the Literacy Community**

**Nancy Frey, Douglas Fisher, and Adam Berkin**

Grades K-8

ISBN: 9780131597174 • ©2009 • 160 pp • $35.99

Respected authors Doug Fisher and Nancy Frey join Adam Berkin to present a simple plan that helps teachers move students toward higher achievement by capitalizing on seven research-driven habits of strong readers. Each habit—from “reading to learn” to thinking critically—is explained in a dedicated chapter that prepares you to nurture good habits in all of your students and build a classroom community of avid readers.

**Learning to Predict and Predicting to Learn: Cognitive Strategies and Instructional Routines**

**Thomas DeVere Wolsey and Douglas Fisher**

Grades K-12

ISBN: 9780131579224 • ©2009 • 144 pp • $20.99

What does it take to help students be better readers? Thomas Wolsey and Doug Fisher believe it’s teaching with greater precision. After explaining the value of prediction in reading comprehension, they carefully describe how cognition and metacognition help students learn to predict and predict to learn. Discover how to be more precise in your planning and practice to increase your students’ opportunities to read with greater comprehension.

**Literacy Profiles: A Framework to Guide Assessment, Instructional Strategies and Intervention, K-4**

**Sue Biggman and Kathleen Itterly**

Grades K-4


Sue Biggman and Kathleen Itterly offer a complete literacy framework and identify 10 key strands and incremental benchmarks necessary for each child to learn to read and write. Use their literacy profile to follow children from their early weeks of kindergarten through their last months of grade 4, not only to record assessment data, but also to pinpoint “what children are ready to learn next.” Learn to individualize literacy instruction and meet every child’s needs.

**What Really Matters in Vocabulary: Research-Based Practices across the Curriculum**

**Patricia M. Cunningham**

Grades K-6

ISBN: 9780205570416 • ©2009 • 208 pp • $33.99

Pat Cunningham brings the very meaning of vocabulary to life and shows teachers what really matters is building a bigger vocabulary to make all students better readers. Drawing on her experience as a classroom teacher, researcher, and co-founder of the Four-Blocks® Literacy Framework, she offers teachers a practical model and friendly strategies for helping ALL students develop their vocabularies. Build rich meaning vocabularies and ensure every student’s success in school and beyond.

*Prices and availability are subject to change without notice.*
Teaching Vocabulary with Hypermedia, 6-12
Susan O’Hara and Robert Pritchard
Grades 6-12
ISBN: 9780205514618 • ©2009 • 144 pp. • $31.99
Transform your curricula by learning to utilize hypermedia environments that motivate students to think critically—no matter your current technology abilities or skill set. The authors present a practical guide for incorporating research-based applications and implementation plans that promote the use of technology and develop the academic vocabulary and conceptual understandings of students. They encourage you to link theory and practice and include a CD-ROM that will help you bring media to life.

Supporting Content Area Literacy with Technology: Meeting the Needs of Diverse Learners
William G. Brozo and Kathleen Puckett
Grades 6-12
To make content area learning more engaging and meaningful, Bill Brozo and Kathy Puckett present teachers with a basic framework for pairing literacy strategies with readily available classroom technology. Drawing on concepts of universal design and flexible curriculum access, the authors demonstrate how technology applications can make content literacy and flexible curriculum access, the authors demonstrate how technology applications can make content literacy more engaging and responsive to students. This book presents teachers with a basic framework for pairing literacy strategies with readily available classroom technology. Drawing on concepts of universal design and flexible curriculum access, the authors demonstrate how technology applications can make content literacy more engaging and responsive to students. This is just the support you need to turn your classrooms into powerful learning communities.

Raising Writers: Understanding and Nurturing Young Children’s Writing Development
Ruth Shagoury
Grades PreK-4
ISBN: 9780205514618 • ©2009 • 144 pp. • $31.99
Ruth Shagoury offers primary teachers and early childhood specialists strategies to nurture connections between oral and writing skills. Her book focuses on facilitating an early transition from speaking to written expression, giving your students a jump-start both inside and outside the classroom. With a rich developmental background and resources including author interviews and book club questions, this book gives you the tools and understanding you need to prepare young learners for a lifetime of literacy.

Blueprint for Exceptional Writing
Jennifer A. Fontenot and Karen J. Carney
Grades K-8
ISBN: 978020551741 • ©2009 • 432 pp. • $58.99
Motivate students to think, plan, and then write captivating, meaningful essays. Unlike other books, this resource and its packaged DVD employ a multi-sensory framework that is especially effective with at-risk students (including students with disabilities and English language learners) in early intervention or response to intervention programs. The broad framework gives you a wide variety of proficient and non-proficient work samples to draw from as you model the blueprint for your colleagues and students.

Creating Writers Through 6-Trait Writing: Assessment and Instruction with CD-ROM, 5/e
Vicki Spandel
Grades 4-12
Vicki Spandel sharpens her focus and explores revision with an unparalleled deeper understanding. This next generation of the 6-Trait Writing Model reflects the author’s clarity and ongoing learning about writing and teaching as never before. Adapt, accommodate, and expand your current instruction with the next generation of six traits, helping students to gain more than ever from process, writing workshop, response groups, conferences, and all verbal feedback. Packaged with the new CD-ROM, you will say “I can teach the six traits.”

Supportive and shared leadership, collective creativity, shared values and vision, supportive conditions, shared personal practice, and professional development resources that support your goals!

*Prices and availability are subject to change without notice.